Evaluation of comfort and thermal properties of stretch denim fabric by applying different softeners
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Abstract

Denim plays a vital role in the fashion industry. But today's fashion not only concern about its aesthetic property but also its comfortability. **Objective:** This study was aimed to explore the effect of different softeners on the comfort and thermal feeling properties of stretch denim fabric. **Method/analysis:** For the understanding of comfort, feeling, and thermal properties of stretch denim fabric in conjunction with enzyme wash and stone enzyme wash; different softeners like cationic, anionic, nonionic, micro silicone, macro silicone, and nano-silicone softeners were applied accordingly. Then water vapor permeability and comfort property tests were conducted to understand the effect of different softeners on comfort and thermal properties of stretch denim fabric. **Findings:** Comfort, feeling, and thermal properties of stretch denim fabric were affected by using different kinds of softeners. Enzyme and stone enzyme washed stretch denim fabric treated with silicone-based softeners illustrated better feeling performance regarding the smoothness, softness, and warmness sensation. For water vapor permeability analysis, nonionic softeners showed better performance for both cases of enzyme wash and stone enzyme wash rather than others. Furthermore, nonionic and anionic softeners displayed lower performance for thermal conductivity during compression and recovery than silicone-based and cationic softeners in context with both Enzyme wash along with stone enzyme wash treated stretch denim fabric. **Novelty:** This research is a novel work regarding the understanding of comfort and thermal feeling properties of stretch denim fabric by applying different softeners together with enzyme wash and stone enzyme wash. **Keywords:** Denim; softener; water vapor permeability; thermal conductivity; smoothness; warmness
1 Introduction

It is needless to say that without denim; fashion is incomplete. No other fabric has been as widely accepted as denim in the history of textiles and it is the material of generations, used by people of all classes and ages\(^1\)\(^2\). Denim has undisputed position in the fashion industry and her ability to adapt creativeness in fashion trends through her uniqueness and technologically advanced washing effects. Various scientific and technological advancements have been utilized for over the years in the garments industry, which has initiated durability, together with comfortness, have made denim jeans extremely popular\(^3\). Technically denim is a durable cotton fabric, traditionally woven with indigo dyed warp and white fillings. Its manufacturing process involves the same classical principles that have been followed since its creation, but technological advancement have turned it into a modern fashion material\(^4\).

Denim is the oldest fabric products in the world and most often associated with jeans\(^5\). Stretch denim is a style of jeans also a new type of fabric mostly cotton-polyester blend which integrates a small amount of elastane known as spandex. Stretch denim usually constructed with indigo dyed warp and white weft thread alongside contains about 1-3% elastane\(^6\). The white threads extend along the entire width of the fabric. Currently, enzymes are mainly used to obtain a cleaner surface\(^7\). They have played a key role in providing an aesthetic finish and improving the attractiveness, reducing pills, increasing softness, smoothness, lusture, improving fabric maneuverability and coating ability, and improving vintage effects that meet current trend requirements in fashion-oriented jeans\(^8\). Softeners also play an important role regarding their main impact on the fabric surface. Furthermore, small portion of the softener molecules penetrate into the fiber and provide inner plasticization in order to reduce the glass transition temperature for the fiber-forming polymer\(^9\). Softening process in classical garments and denim washing are considered to be the preceding step before the drying process as softeners are widely used in finishing operations to improve fabric handling and other valuable properties. Softeners also create the exterior layer of the fabric with electrically charged chemical compounds providing threads to stand up from the surface\(^10\)\(^11\). It generates smoother and more fluffy feel to the fabric\(^12\).

Washing process in denim garments is considered as one of the essential parameters. This process augments a lot of value to the final product. There are several methods in the washing process to induce fading, vintage effects\(^13\). Washing is traditionally done by such kind of way or combinations involves enzyme washing, stone enzyme washing with strong bleaching agents such as sodium hypochlorite, potassium permanganate\(^14\). It is a harsh reality that several processes associated in textile manufacturing are not environmentally friendly\(^15\). Over the past few years, technological advancement took place regarding the sustainable washing, green dyeing for textile materials processing\(^16\). Moreover substitute approaches have also been developed to utilize cellulase enzymes instead of pumice stones to achieve an abrasive effect\(^17\). The newly developed denim of various designs enriched with softness, lightness and comfortable attributes have added a new dimension to the world of fashion in all seasons\(^18\)\(^19\).

Comfort properties in clothing are considered as one of the essential quality criteria for consumers. Therefore, it is necessary to take into account the features of comfort in textiles\(^20\)\(^21\). Ease of wearing; an element that contains many factors, such as aesthetic comfort, thermal comfort, ease of exercise and psychological flexibility. Thermal comfort is defined as a feeling of enjoyment man feels in his environment. It depends on heat and mass transfer between the body and the environment associated with thermal resistance and water vapor permeability clothing\(^22\). Features of modern clothing provide comfort and protect clothing flexibility in different environmental conditions. The Insulation properties in the garment must also have water vapor permeability at any level and to uphold body temperature to maintain comfort; otherwise, a feeling of anxiety arises\(^23\)\(^24\). Given the characteristics of clothing such as heat resistance, water vapor permeability, and feeling performance plays a significant role in product development\(^25\). When it’s too hot during the production level in the human body; higher than usual, sweating and evaporation of sweat responsible for the surface of the skin lose heat\(^26\). Liquid sweat accumulates on the surface of the skin or on the inner layer of the garment to be transferred an external environment that allows the liquid to evaporate and to prevent the sensation of moisture\(^27\)\(^28\). In the clothing system, when concentration of water evaporation exceeds the saturation level, all condensation occurs for local heating throughout the layers of the clothing system causes a disturbing sensation\(^29\)\(^30\). Fundamentally, the sweat can be evaporated during the cooling; thus high level of moisture transmission and evaporation should always be programmed by clothing\(^31\). The principal objective of this investigation was to discover the comfort, thermal, feeling properties of the stretch denim fabric treated with enzyme wash and stone enzyme washing in context with the effect of different softeners.
2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

2.1.1 Fabric
For experimentation, 98% of cotton 2% of elastane indigo-dyed stretch denim fabric was used. The fabric GSM (grams per square meter) was 330 (Before wash), 3/1 right-hand twill fabric with width 57 inch.

2.1.2 Chemicals
Desizing agent sodium carbonate was used in this experiment. This chemical was imported from China. Detergent (Suntex, HF) was imported from Germany. Enzyme (HIDRO TED, neutral enzyme-liquid form), different softeners like cationic, anionic, nonionic, silicone (micro, macro, nano) softeners were also used for this study.

2.1.3 Experimental instruments
To perform this experiment, washing machine, hydro extractor machine, tumble dryer machine, fabric GSM cutter, electronic balance and fabric pH meter was used.

2.2 Methodology

2.2.1 Working principle of enzyme wash
Enzyme washing is such kind of laundering process utilizes enzyme to soften and finish fabric; providing jeans and other garments with a worn-in look and feel. Enzyme washing is ecologically friendly due to the natural origins of enzymes, which is acted like biodegradable. The chronological steps of operations involved in enzyme wash are listed below:

Desizing
Desizing is the first step of the enzyme wash. This stage was used for removal of dirt, dust and other foreign materials from garments surface. Here wetting agent was used to increase the penetrating properties of liquid in the garments. Material and Liquor ratio was kept at 1:8. Then, start the machine by adding desizing agent 4.0 g/l, soap ash 2.0 g/l and wetting agent 1.5 g/l. The temperature was kept 60°C for 20 minutes. Then the liquor dropped out by following the cold wash.

Bio-abrasion
Hairy fibers and coloring materials are removed in this stage by the activity of enzymes. If more fading is required then stone has to be used at half the volume of garments. Material and liquor ratio were kept at 1:8. Then machine was run by adding anti back stoneing 2.0 g/l with 4.0 g/l neutral enzyme-liquid form. The calculated pH for enzyme was 5.5 and the temperature was kept 40°C for 30 minutes. Then drop the liquor and cold wash was done.

Back Wash
To reset the activity of enzyme, back wash was done. In this step, all the enzymes are dead due to high temperature. Then the dead enzymes and coloring material and other impurities removed from the garments by dropping the liquor and dye again a rise wash by material and liquor ratio of 1:6, run the machine and added 3.0 g/l anti back staining with soda ash add 4.0 g/l. The temperature was 50°C to run for 5 minutes. Then drop the liquor and rinse wash was done.

Softener Wash
Subsequent operations involve adding different softeners like cationic, anionic, nonionic, micro, macro and nano silicone on enzyme washed stretch denim fabrics and the temperature was kept cold to run for 5 minutes. Then liquor was dropped by rinse wash.

Hydro Extracting
In the last stage, drop the liquor following unload the garments and hydro extracted at 300 rpm for 3-4 min to remove the excess water. Stretch denim fabric was dried at 75°C for 35-40 min by a gas dryer.

2.2.2 Working principle of stone enzyme wash
Stone washing process on stretch denim fabric have been used to produce faded, worn-out appearance. This stone washing process was carried through washing the stretch denim fabric with pumice stones in a rotating drum by using chemicals to create the necessary outlook. For this experimentation, stone washing process was conducted by desizing, bio-abrasion, addition of pumice stones with enzyme, acetic acid and antistain at 40-50°C for 40-60 mins followed by tumbling for 40-50 mins, drain the liquor followed by separation of garments from stones, softening and hydro extracting procedures.

2.2.3 Determination of water vapor permeability
The water vapor permeability test was determined according to British Standards (BS 3424-34) (32).

Testing Method: Cup Method

https://www.indjst.org/
Testing Conditions: Temperature = (20 ± 2)°C, Relative humidity = (65 ± 2)%
Sample size: 175 mm × 100 mm
Apparatus: Aluminum cup, beaker, incubator, electronic balance

2.2.4 Determination of fabric comfort properties
Fabric comfort properties were determined according to International Organization for Standardization (ISO 11092: 2014) method (33).

Test Specimen Size: 310mm × 310mm letter “L” width= 110mm; cross area= 110mm × 110mm
Testing Conditions: Temperature = (20 ± 2)°C, Relative humidity = (65 ± 2)%
Apparatus: Fabric touch tester (SDLATLAS), electronic balance
3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Effect of different softeners on water vapor permeability of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

The above figure represents about different softeners effect on water vapor permeability of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric. It was observed that the water vapor permeability was relatively better for enzyme wash treated stretch denim fabric with nonionic softener. The reason behind that, nonionic softeners showed superiority on hydrophilicity. Cationic and anionic softeners displayed lower value because these softeners orient themselves with the hydrophobic portion away from the fabric, thus offering lower performance for water vapor permeability test.

3.2 Effect of different softeners on water vapor permeability of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

The following figure demonstrates about the effect of different softeners on water vapor permeability of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric. It was observed that the water vapor permeability was relatively better for stone enzyme wash treated stretch denim fabric with nonionic softener. The reason behind that nonionic softeners shows superiority on hydrophilicity. In both enzyme wash and stone enzyme wash; cationic softeners and anionic softeners displayed lower value because these softeners orient themselves with the hydrophobic portion away from the fabric, thus offering lower performance for water vapor permeability test.
3.3 Effect of various softeners on thermal conductivity during compression of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

![Graph of thermal conductivity](https://www.indjst.org/)

**Fig 5.** Variation of softeners on thermal conductivity during compression of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

Above figure illustrates about the effect of softeners on thermal conductivity during compression of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric. It was detected that transmission of energy per meter when specimen was under compression showed the highest rate in enzyme wash with cationic and macro silicone softener treated stretch denim in inner surface but lowest in enzyme wash with anionic, nonionic softener and micro silicone softener in inner surface. Macro silicone softener specifically provides an exceptional, unique hand, high lubricity and cationic softener represents durable to multiple washes and imparts antistatic properties.

3.4 Effect of various softeners on thermal conductivity during compression of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

![Graph of thermal conductivity](https://www.indjst.org/)

**Fig 6.** Variation of softeners on thermal conductivity during compression of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

The following figure demonstrates the effect of various softeners on thermal conductivity during compression of enzyme stone treated stretch denim fabric. It was observed that transmission of energy per meter when specimen was under compression showed the highest rate in enzyme stone wash with macro silicone softener treated stretch denim in outer and inner surface but lowest in enzyme stone wash with anionic, nonionic softeners in inner surface. In both cases of enzyme wash and stone enzyme wash, cationic and silicone-based softeners represented better performance than others due to quickly let the heat pass from a hot side to a cooler side.
3.5 Effect of softeners on thermal conductivity during recovery of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

![Graph showing variation of softeners on thermal conductivity during recovery of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric](https://www.indjst.org/)

Fig 7. Variation of softeners on thermal conductivity during recovery of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

Above figure illustrates about the effect of different softeners on thermal conductivity during recovery of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric. It was observed that transmission of energy per meter when the specimen recovered showed the highest value in case of enzyme wash with micro silicone softener treated stretch denim in inner and outer surface. In contrast, the lowest value was observed in enzyme wash with anionic and nonionic softener treated stretch denim in inner and outer shell.

3.6 Effect of softeners on thermal conductivity during recovery of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

![Graph showing variation of softeners on thermal conductivity during recovery of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric](https://www.indjst.org/)

Fig 8. Variation of softeners on thermal conductivity during recovery of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

The following figure demonstrates about different softeners consequence on thermal conductivity during the recovery of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric. It was observed that transmission of energy per meter when the specimen recovered represented the highest value in case of enzyme stone wash with macro silicone softener treated stretch denim in the outer and inner surface. In contrast, the lowest value was observed in stone enzyme wash with anionic and nonionic softener treated stretch denim in the inner and outer surface. Macro silicone softener provided exceptional, unique hand, high lubricity and high degree of permanence that form cross-linked films and a range of properties from hydrophobic to hydrophilic. Anionic and nonionic softeners epitomized lower values than silicone-based and cationic softeners in context with both enzyme wash along with stone enzyme wash treated stretch denim fabric. In both cases of enzyme wash and stone enzyme wash, cationic and silicone-based softeners represent better performance than others due to quickly let the heat pass from a hot side to a cooler side (the air on the other side of the denim).
3.7 Effect of different softeners on thermal flux of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

![Graph showing thermal flux of different softeners](image)

The above figure represents about the effect of different softeners on the thermal flux of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric. Maximum energy transmitted in stretch denim fabric was accompanied by enzyme wash with macro and nano silicone softeners in outer and inner surface. By using silicone-based softeners, stretch denim fabric can achieve pliable, soft hand and smoothness attributes.

3.8 Effect of different softeners on thermal flux of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

![Graph showing thermal flux of different softeners](image)

The following figure demonstrates about the effect of softeners on thermal flux of enzyme stone treated stretch denim fabric. Maximum energy transmitted in stretch denim fabric was accompanied by stone enzyme wash with macro silicone softener in outer and inner surface. In both enzyme wash and stone enzyme wash, silicone-based softeners and cationic softener represent better performance than others because by using silicone-based softeners, fabrics can achieve an agreeable, soft hand which enhanced the smoothness, flexibility, drape and pliability of the stretch denim fabric greatly. The cationic softener also displayed acceptable results.
3.9 Effect of various softeners on smoothness performance of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

![Graph showing smoothness of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric with different softeners](image)

**Fig 11.** Variation of softeners on the smoothness of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

Above figure represents about the effect of various softeners on the smoothness of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric. Smoothness is the touch sensation which indicates how even and regular surface the fabrics have. Fabric touch tester provided a numerical value which represented that, enzyme wash with silicone-based softeners specifically micro silicone treated stretch denim in outer surface and inner surface had the highest smoothness rating rather than others due to creating a lubricating and moderately waterproof film on the surface and furnished fabric a silky, fluffy hand.

3.10 Effect of various softeners on smoothness performance of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

![Graph showing smoothness of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric with different softeners](image)

**Fig 12.** Variation of softeners on the smoothness of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

The following figure epitomizes about the effect of different softeners on the smoothness of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric. Enzyme stone wash with micro and nano silicone softeners treated stretch denim in the outer surface, and the inner surface had the highest smoothness rather than other softeners treated. In both cases of enzyme wash and stone enzyme wash, silicone-based softeners represented better performance than others due to creating a lubricating and moderately...
waterproof film on the surface and furnished the fabric like a soft, silky, fluffy hand.

### 3.11 Effect of different softeners on warmness of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

![Graph of warmness of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric](image1)

The following figure demonstrates about the effect of different softeners on warmness sensation of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric. From the following values, it can be said that enzyme with silicone-based softeners treated stretch denim fabric showed more warmness grade than cationic, anionic, nonionic softeners. Anionic and nonionic softeners provided lower performance than cationic softener due to their less durability and less softness performance. On the other hand, silicone-based softeners demonstrated better results than others because of good temperature stability and durability, with a high degree of permanence that form cross-linked films and a range of properties from hydrophobic to hydrophilic.

### 3.12 Effect of different softeners on warmness of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

![Graph of warmness of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric](image2)

The above figure determines about the effect of different softeners on warmness sensation of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric. Stone enzyme with silicone-based softeners treated stretch denim fabric showed more warmness grade than cationic, anionic, nonionic softeners. Anionic and nonionic softeners displayed lower grade performance in both cases of enzyme wash and stone enzyme wash than cationic and silicone-based softeners due to their less durability and less softness.
performance. On the other hand, in both cases of enzyme wash and stone enzyme wash; silicone-based softeners demonstrated better performance rather than others because of good temperature stability and durability, with high degree of permanence that form cross linked films and a range of properties from hydrophobic to hydrophilic.

3.13 Effect of different softeners on softness performance of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

![Softness Graph](image)

**Fig 15.** Variation of softeners on the softness performance of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

The following figure demonstrates about the effect of softeners on feeling property like softness performance of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric. Softness indicates how much a fabric is easy to mold, fold or compress, not hard or firm to touch. From the following values, for stretch denim fabric treated with enzyme wash with micro and nano silicone softeners represented better softness performance (inner surface and outer surface) than the other softeners.

3.14 Effect of softeners on softness performance of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric

![Softness Graph](image)

**Fig 16.** Variation of softeners on the softness performance of stone enzyme treated stretch denim fabric
The above figure indicates about the effect of softeners on feeling property like softness performance of enzyme treated stretch denim fabric. Enzyme wash with micro and nano silicone softeners treated stretch denim fabric represented better softness performance (inner surface and outer surface) than the other softeners treated stretch denim fabric. Moreover, in both cases of enzyme wash and stone enzyme wash; silicone-based softeners demonstrated better performance rather than others because silicone-based softeners imparted unique soft handle with supple, pliable and fluffy effect on fabric surface rather than other softeners.

4 Conclusion

In this research work, different commercially available softeners like cationic, anionic, nonionic, micro, macro and nano silicone softeners were applied on stretch denim fabrics for enzyme wash and stone enzyme wash condition to investigate the comfortability, thermal and feeling properties. Specifically, stretch denim was selected for this experimentation; because this type of denim is considered as one of the most popular types of denim fabrics right now in the modern fashion world. The enzyme and stone enzyme washed sample treated with silicone-based softeners displayed better performance regarding the feeling performance. For water vapor permeability analysis, nonionic softeners demonstrated better performance rather than cationic, anionic, silicone-based softeners. In both cases of enzyme wash and stone enzyme wash; cationic softeners and anionic softeners displayed lower values for water vapor permeability. Anionic and nonionic softeners showed lower values for thermal conductivity during compression and recovery in context with both enzyme wash along with stone enzyme wash treated stretch denim fabric. For overall perspectives like comfortability, thermal, feeling sensation; cationic and silicone-based softeners represented superior performance than other softeners like anionic and nonionic softeners. Based upon the findings, manufacturers and engineers will be more cautious about the use of appropriate softeners for the finishing treatment of stretch denim fabric. Such kind of understanding will help the end users and producers to achieve the best conceivable result from the finished goods based on comfort and thermal sensitivity.
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